RETINAL MICROSTRUCTURE IN POEMS SYNDROME.
To report a 67-year-old woman with polyneuropathy, organomegaly, endocrinopathy, monoclonal gammopathy, and skin changes (POEMS) syndrome, showing bilateral serous retinal detachment. The retinal lesion was evaluated by multimodal imaging using spectral domain optical coherence tomography and an adaptive optics (AO) camera. A case report. Optical coherence tomography showed hyperreflective foci mainly in the inner retina in both eyes. The AO images showed many low-reflective dots in the right eye. Three months after hematological treatment, both hyperreflective foci in the optical coherence tomography images and the low-reflective dots in the AO images disappeared. Low-reflective dots were detected in AO images of eyes with serous retinal detachment secondary to POEMS syndrome. AO cameras can detect retinal microstructures in living eyes.This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives License 4.0 (CCBY-NC-ND), where it is permissible to download and share the work provided it is properly cited. The work cannot be changed in any way or used commercially without permission from the journal.